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The Tokin EMC team on their stand at SEECAT 2018, 
with Mr Susumu Matsuoka, President of Tokin EMC, 
third left and Paul Currie, Sales and Marketing Director 
of MPE, second left

MPE supports Tokin at anti-terror show

As announced in Issue 16 of the Company Bulletin, Tokin EMC 
Engineering Co Ltd (Tokin EMC) have been appointed as MPE’s 
distributors for Japan. During October Tokin EMC took a stand 
at the annual event SEECAT (Special Equipment Exhibition and 
Conference for Anti-Terrorism). This was held in the West Hall of 
Tokyo Big Sight, Japan’s largest convention and exhibition centre 
at over 95,000 m2, and was co-located with the annual RISCON 
(Risk Control) Security and Safety trade expo.

Feedback from previous SEECAT events had indicated that 
visitors would be eager to see suppliers of EMI, TEMPEST 
and particularly EMP protection, and for that reason Tokin EMC 
decided to exhibit there this year for the fi rst time. In fact Tokin 
were the only exhibitors showing EMC and EMP protection 
capabilities and were pleased to welcome a steady stream of 
interested visitors to their stand over the three days of the show.

Tokin displayed a range of products and applications from MPE, 
among which a Mil-Std-188-125 compliant HEMP rack attracted 
considerable attention. Manufactured by Eretec, Inc, MPE’s Gold 
Partner for the Republic of South Korea, this rack featured MPE’s 
HEMP fi lters and had been independently tested and certifi ed 
in Korea. Tokin have enjoyed a longstanding business and 
technology relationship with Eretec.

MPE Sales and Marketing Director Paul Currie was present on the 
stand for the duration of the SEECAT event in support of Tokin.

Mr Susumu Matsuoka, President of Tokin EMC, commented: 
“This was the fi rst time that Tokin had exhibited at the SEECAT 
event in Tokyo, and I was impressed by the level of interest 
shown by visitors to Tokin’s booth. The event created many new 
opportunities, which are now being followed up by Tokin.

“As Tokin are establishing the EMP market in Japan, the support 
of MPE Ltd at this event was both important and valued. Given 
the undoubted success of the show, Tokin plan to exhibit again at 
next year’s SEECAT.”

For EMC and EMP product enquiries in the Japanese market, 
email matsuokas@tee.tokin.jp or visit the Tokin web pages 
www.tee.tokin.jp/eng
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